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Dorothy J. Phillips, Ph.D. 

ACS Board of Directors 

Dr. Phillips is serving as the Board 

representative for Science & Human 

Rights. She retired from Waters 

Corporation in 2013 after working there 

for 28 years.  Prior to joining Waters she 

worked at Dow Chemical for nearly 10 

years. During her industrial career she 

had  the opportunity to work 

internationally by participating in events 

and conferences in Europe, China, India 

and Japan. 

She earned her Bachelors degree from Vanderbilt University in 1967 

and her Ph.D. from the University of Cincinnati in 1974.  She has been 

a member of the American Chemical Society since 1973 and served in 

several leadership positions within the Society, prior to being elected to 

its Board of Directors. 
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ACS Vision: 

“Improving people’s lives through the transforming power of 

chemistry” 

ACS Mission: 

    “Advance the broader chemistry enterprise and its practitioners 

for the benefit of Earth and its people.”  

About ACS International Activities 
 

ACS Committee on International Activities (IAC) 

The Committee on International Activities assists scientists and engineers worldwide 

to communicate and collaborate for the good of the chemical and chemically related 

sciences, chemical engineering, and their practitioners. 

 

ACS Office of International Activities (OIA) 

• ACS Science & Human Rights (www.acs.org/scienceandhumanrights) 

• ACS International Center (IC)  (www.acs.org/ic) 

• Members, chapters, partnerships, exchanges (www.acs.org/international) 
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ACS Science and Human Rights 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS EFFORTS: 
 

Build science and human rights awareness among its members and the global 

chemistry community 

 

Informed by protections afforded by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

 

Implemented at the level of its Board of Directors; addressing issues where ACS 

is uniquely positioned and qualified to make a meaningful impact 

 

 Directed toward human rights abridgement cases where the rights and welfare 

of professionally engaged chemists and related practitioners are threatened. 
 

Report any human rights abridgement to intlacts@acs.org  

mailto:intlacts@acs.org
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Jessica Wyndham 
Associate Program Director  

Scientific Responsibility, Human Rights and Law Program 

science, torture, internal displacement, and the death penalty. With field 

experience in Africa, Asia, the Pacific and the Americas, Wyndham has served 

as Legal Adviser for a project of the UN Office of the High Commissioner for 

Human Rights in Ecuador, and for the Brookings Institution Project on Internal 

Displacement. Wyndham holds a Bachelor of Arts (Hons.) and Bachelor of Laws 

(Hons.) (JD equivalent) from the Australian National University and a Master of 

Laws from the University of New South Wales. 

Jessica M. Wyndham is Associate Director of the 

AAAS Scientific Responsibility, Human Rights and 

Law Program where she directs the Article 15 

Project aimed at promoting the practical application 

of the right to enjoy "the benefits of scientific 

progress" and coordinates the AAAS Science and 

Human Rights Coalition.  Wyndham is also an 

Adjunct Professor at George Washington University. 

Areas of research interest include the application of 

international human rights standards in relation to 
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Theresa Harris 
Senior Program Associate  

Scientific Responsibility, Human Rights and Law Program 

Harris has served on the Board of Directors of Amnesty International USA and 

the governing body of the World Organization Against Torture (OMCT). She 

earned a BA in Anthropology from Florida State University, an MSc in Urban 

and Regional Planning from the University of Tennessee-Knoxville and a JD 

from American University Washington College of Law. She is admitted to 

practice in Maryland and the District of Columbia. 

Theresa Harris is a Senior Program Associate in the 

AAAS Scientific Responsibility, Human Rights and 

Law Program, where she supports the work of the 

Science and Human Rights Coalition and On-call 

Scientists. Prior to joining AAAS she led Human 

Rights USA as its Executive Director, where she 

represented survivors of human rights violations 

before United States courts, the Inter-American 

human rights system and United Nations human 

rights mechanisms. 



  

 

 

World’s largest 

multidisciplinary scientific 

membership organization 

 

Mission: Advance Science, 

Serve Society 

 

120,000 individual members 

 

262 affiliated organizations 

 

Publisher of Science 
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American Association for the Advancement of Science 
Washington, DC 
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The Program is committed to: 

 

- promoting high standards for the practice of 

science;  

 

- advancing the right to enjoy the benefits of 

scientific progress;  

 

- engaging scientists in human rights;  

 

- furthering the use of science and technology in 

support of human rights; and 

 

- enhancing assessment of ethical, legal, and 

human rights issues related to science and 

technology. 

 



  

AAAS On-call Scientists 
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Scientists interested 

in volunteering their 

skills and knowledge 

Human rights 

organizations in need 

of scientific expertise 



  

AAAS On-call Scientists 

 800+ volunteer scientists, engineers and clinicians 

 More than 100 are chemists or chemical engineers  

 Volunteers come from more than 40 countries 

 200+ matches with human rights organizations 

 Projects in the United States and around the world 
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What do On-call Scientists volunteers do?  

 Answer scientific questions about evidence or 

methodology 

 Provide specialized expertise in investigations  

 Design a survey or help with sampling  

 Review documents for scientific accuracy  

 and more!  
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Example of an On-call Scientists project: 

 Assess impact of extractive  

industries on local communities in 

Congo, Guinea, and DRC 

 Volunteers: Geochemist, 

psychologists 

 Organization: Global Rights 
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Example of an On-call Scientists project: 

 Advise a team developing new 

environmental protection regulations 

in China   

 Volunteer: Environmental engineer 

with expertise in hazardous materials 

and pollutant management 

 Organization: Environmental 

Defender Law Center 
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Source: China.org.cn 



  

Example of an On-call Scientists project: 

 Interpret and authenticate online 

videos of alleged chemical 

weapons attacks in Syria   

 Volunteers: Biochemical physicist; 

toxicologist 

 Organizations: Human Rights 

Watch, Amnesty International  
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Example of an On-call Scientists project: 

 Analyze DNA evidence in claims of 

wrongful convictions  

 Volunteers:  Forensic biochemists, 

geneticists 

 Organization: Innocence Project 
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Who can become an On-call Scientist? 

 Graduate-level degree in any physical, biological, 

health/medical or social science, any field of 

engineering, or any relevant interdisciplinary field 

 At least 2 years of work experience in your field 

 Good communicator, both verbally and in writing 

 Strong endorsement of three references regarding 

qualifications, experience, integrity, and judgment. 
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Do volunteers need prior experience working 

in human rights? 

No. One of the benefits of volunteering with On-call 

Scientists is that, in the course of providing expertise 

to a project, volunteers will have the chance to learn 

more about human rights. 
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Can volunteers work remotely? 

In many cases, yes. Some organizations will not 

require on-the-ground work in order to utilize the 

knowledge and tools that volunteers can provide. On-

call Scientists may find that they are able to provide 

host organizations vital assistance on projects by 

phone or email, or via the Internet. 
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What do volunteers accomplish?  

 This is a great opportunity to be a part of efforts to 

advance human rights at home and around the 

world. 

 In the process of addressing a science or 

technology question or need, On-call Scientists 

help expand the public’s understanding and 

appreciation of science and technology in the 

service of human rights. 
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How to sign up for On-call Scientists 

 Complete an on-line registration form at 

www.aaas.org/oncallscientists. 

 Where a match looks possible, AAAS staff arrange 

a telephone interview with the prospective 

volunteer and contact references to determine 

suitability for the project. 

 AAAS shares the volunteer’s contact information, 

CV and other relevant information with the human 

rights organization that is seeking assistance.  
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AAAS Science and Human Rights Coalition 

A network of scientific and engineering  

organizations that recognize a role for science,   

scientists and engineers in efforts to realize  

human rights.  

 

Members: scientific and engineering membership  

associations 

 

Affiliated Individuals: scientists, engineers, health  

professionals 

 

Next meeting: January 15-16, 2015 
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http://www.sigmaxi.org/index.shtml
http://www.lsadc.org/index.cfm


  

AAAS Science and Human Rights Coalition 

A network of scientific and engineering  

organizations that recognize a role for science,   

scientists and engineers in efforts to realize  

human rights.  

 

Members: scientific and engineering membership  

associations 

 

Affiliated Individuals: scientists, engineers, health  

professionals 

 

Are you interested in joining the Coalition? 
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Mission and Goals 

To facilitate communication and partnerships on human rights  

within and across the scientific, engineering, and human rights  

communities with the aim of:  

 Increasing the understanding of what each community has to 

contribute to the other 

 Enhancing the capacity of each community to incorporate the 

concerns and the methods of the other 

 Encouraging scientific and engineering associations to explore 

discipline-specific contributions to human rights work 

 Expanding human rights awareness and programs within the 

scientific and engineering communities. 
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Science and Academic Freedom 

in the Digital Age 

Assistant Secretary of State   

Michael Posner  
October 10, 2012 

International Scientific 

Cooperation and Article 15 

UN Special Rapporteur on 

Freedom of Expression,        

Frank la Rue 
July 11, 2013 

Launch of the AAAS Science 

and Human Rights Coalition 

Former UN High Commissioner 

for Human Rights, former 

President of Ireland,             

Mary Robinson 
January 14, 2009 
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Areas of Activity 

Working Groups 

I. Welfare of Scientists 

II. Science Ethics and Human Rights 

III. Service to the STEM Community               

IV. Service to the Human Rights Community 

V. Education and Information Resources  

Committee 

 Outreach and Communication 
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Welfare of Scientists 
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Ethics and Human Rights 
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Service to the STEM Community 
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Service to the STEM Community 

     How can you promote human rights through the ACS? 
29 



  

Service to the Human Rights Community 
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Education and Information Resources 
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Education and Information Resources 

Considered integrating human rights into your chemistry class? 
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Communication and Outreach 
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Communication and Outreach 

Get your students involved! 
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Joint Initiative 
 

“Article 15” 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

States shall: 

1. recognize the right of everyone to enjoy the benefits of 

scientific progress and its applications 

2. conserve, develop and diffuse science  

3. respect the freedom indispensable for scientific research  

4. recognize the benefits of international contacts and co-

operation in science 
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Joint Initiative: The Right to Science 

  “The comprehensive elucidation of this right, 
raising awareness of it, its implementation, and 
the monitoring of its realization require the 
cooperation and participation of [among others]… 
the scientific and academic communities.” 

 
 Venice Statement (2009), para. 17 
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 AAAS 

 “Recognizing that this right lies at the heart of the AAAS 
mission and the social responsibilities of scientists,  
  
AAAS will: 
  
 pursue opportunities to collaborate with the global 
scientific community so that the voice, interests and concerns of 
scientists can be brought to this process [and] 
 

 engage the domestic and global scientific communities in 
defining the content of the right and determining its application to a 
diverse range of scientific disciplines and issues of concern to the 
scientific community” 

 

 AAAS Board of Directors, Statement, April 2010 
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Article 15: Focus group process  

 
Acoustics 

Astronomy 

Chemistry 

Ecology 

Forensics 

Geography 

Geology 

History 

Linguistics 

 

Mechanical Engineering 

Medicine (Tropical Medicine and Hygiene) 

Philosophy* 

Physics 

Psychology 

Psychology (Social) 

Sociology 

Statistics 
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Ten Most Frequently Mentioned Benefits of 

Science 

 
Rank 

 
Code 

1 Health (including treatment/applications/diagnosis) 

2 Advancing knowledge 

3 Ecological, environmental, wildlife 

4 Education and training 

5 Empirical basis for laws/policy/programs 

6 Technological/infrastructure applications 

7 Understanding of personal behaviors (not health) 

8 Advancing methods and technology for science 

9 Influence on/of culture 

10 Economic impact 

Analysis by Margaret Wiegers Vitullo, American Sociological Association, and Jessica Wyndham with assistance from AAAS 
interns: Michael Bueno, Elizabeth Ingianni, Kate Saylor, Kristina Thorsell, Celestine Warren 
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“ 



  

Joint Initiative: The Right to Science 
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Engagement in human rights activities 
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Your Role – as a member of ACS: 

 Propose human rights-related 

symposia for the ACS Annual 

Meeting 

 Consider participation in the 

activities of the ACS 

Committee on International 

Activities 

 Bring to ACS’s attention 

cases of persecuted chemists 

(in the US and globally)               

email: intlacts@acs.org 

 Propose a career fair for 

chemists interested in human 

rights 

 

 

 Engage the ACS community by 

contributing articles on 

chemistry and human rights in 

C&E News 

 Start a Chemistry and Human 

Rights social media group for 

sharing resources and ideas 

 Through your local section, 

host a series of chemistry and 

human rights cafes for the 

general public 
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Your Role – as a concerned chemist: 

 Begin a dialogue with 

colleagues on human rights 

issues relevant to your 

workplace and work practices  

 Communicate to policy-

makers your expert opinion 

on relevant human rights 

issues 

 Address connections of 

chemistry and human rights 

in your research 

 

 

 Integrate human rights into 

your teaching (including clinical 

opportunities) 

 Write about chemistry and 

human rights issues in your 

institutional publications 

 Reach out to local human 

rights organizations to offer 

your expertise 

 Join the On-call Scientists 

network 

 Join the AAAS Science and 

Human Rights Coalition 
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Thank you! 

 
Jessica Wyndham 

jwyndham@aaas.org 

twitter.com/JMWyndham 

 

Theresa Harris 

tharris@aaas.org 

twitter.com/TheresaLHarris 

 

 AAAS Scientific Responsibility, Human Rights and 

Law Program  

www.aaas.org/SRHRL 

facebook.com/SRHRL  

twitter.com/AAAS_SRHRL  
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QUESTIONS? 
Submit them into your Gotowebinar chat box 

now* 
 

Or, visit: 

www.acs.org/scienceand

humanrights 
 

*Unanswered questions will be addressed after the session and 

posted online at www.acs.org/scienceandhumanrights, along 

with a webinar recording and presentation slides, after the session 

http://www.acs.org/scienceandhumanrights
http://www.acs.org/scienceandhumanrights
http://www.acs.org/scienceandhumanrights
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Thank you for tuning in! 
 


